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Input Transform it to Van gogh, starry night style
Paint the pixels of right cheetah in blue and 

maintain the current appearance of the other pixels

Mark the pixels of cat in the mirror to blue 
and leave the rest unchanged

Help the elephant wear a crown
and maintain the appearance of others

Use yellow to encircle the left knee of the people on the far 
left and draw a blue circle over the nose of the tallest people

Withdraw the watermark applied 
to this photograph

Figure 1. We introduce InstructDiffusion, a generalist modeling interface for vision tasks. Given input image and human instruction, our
unified model effectively accomplishes tasks such as image editing, segmentation, keypoint estimation, and low-level vision.

Abstract

We present InstructDiffusion, a unified and generic
framework for aligning computer vision tasks with hu-
man instructions. Unlike existing approaches that integrate
prior knowledge and pre-define the output space (e.g., cate-
gories and coordinates) for each vision task, we cast diverse
vision tasks into a human-intuitive image-manipulating pro-
cess whose output space is a flexible and interactive pixel
space. Concretely, the model is built upon the diffusion
process and is trained to predict pixels according to user
instructions, such as encircling the man’s left shoulder in
red or applying a blue mask to the left car. InstructDiffu-
sion could handle a variety of vision tasks, including un-
derstanding tasks (such as segmentation and keypoint de-
tection) and generative tasks (such as editing and enhance-
ment) and outperforms prior methods on novel datasets.
This represents a solid step towards a generalist modeling
interface for vision tasks, advancing artificial general intel-
ligence in the field of computer vision.

*Equal contribution.
†Corresponding Author.

1. Introduction

Recently, the field of artificial intelligence has witnessed
remarkable advancements, particularly in natural language
processing (NLP) [7, 13, 52, 53]. The Generative Pre-
trained Transformer (GPT) has unified multiple NLP tasks
using a single, coherent framework. Inspired by this, our re-
search aims to achieve a similar unification in the realm of
computer vision, i.e. [10, 11], developing a unified model
capable of tackling multiple vision tasks simultaneously.
However, unifying computer vision tasks is more challeng-
ing than NLP tasks due to the diversity of various tasks.
Diversity of Tasks and Outputs: Computer vision incor-
porates a wide range of tasks like segmentation, image gen-
eration, and keypoint detection. These tasks possess vary-
ing output formats, including masks, images, and coordi-
nates. This diversity makes it challenging to find a uniform
representation. In contrast, NLP tasks often have text-based
outputs that can be easily represented in a standard format.
Different Methodologies and Techniques: Computer vi-
sion tasks often require unique methodologies and tech-
niques depending on the specific problem. For example, im-
age generation tasks are commonly dominated by Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GANs) [17, 28, 29] and Denois-
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ing Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPM) [19, 23, 65],
which are rarely used for image understanding tasks such as
object recognition or image classification. Similarly, mod-
els designed for various understanding tasks are incapable
of accomplishing image generative tasks. In contrast, NLP
tasks tend to rely on a more consistent set of techniques,
such as Transformer-based models [71], which can be ap-
plied across various NLP applications.

Continuous Input and Output: Computer vision tasks
typically involve continuous input and output, such as co-
ordinates or images. This continuous nature poses a chal-
lenge in devising a unified approach that can accurately han-
dle such data. Techniques like Vector Quantized-Variational
AutoEncoders (VQ-VAE) [58, 70] can discretize this data,
but the process introduces quantization errors, leading to
inaccuracies in the results. This issue is less prominent in
NLP tasks, where the input and output data can be more
easily discretized [7, 13, 71] into text tokens.

In this paper, we take advantage of the DDPM and pro-
pose a novel approach to address these challenges by treat-
ing a wide variety of tasks as image generation, specifically
instructional image editing. We instruct image editing tasks
using a more natural and intuitive way that closely aligns
with the way humans process images. For instance, the in-
struction for a segmentation task could involve turning the
pixels of an object in the image into a specific color, keeping
the remaining pixels unchanged. Compared with previous
methods that have attempted to formulate vision tasks as in-
painting problems [5, 78], our approach accurately reflects
human intentions, simplifying the handling of multiple vi-
sion tasks. At the same time, as the input and output of
DDPM are continuous [23, 65], discretization is unneces-
sary, which solves the problem of quantization error.

We mainly focus on unifying three types of output for-
mats: 3-channel RGB images, binary masks, and keypoints,
which are sufficient to cover most vision tasks, such as se-
mantic segmentation, referring segmentation, keypoint de-
tection, image manipulation, and so on. Since the output of
the denoising diffusion model is a 3-channel image, we pro-
pose a unified representation that encodes masks and key-
points into 3-channel images to handle various image un-
derstanding tasks. Then we use a post-processing module
to extract the standard output format for evaluation.

During training, we use a diverse set of tasks to train a
single, unified model. We also collect a new dataset for im-
age editing. Our experimental results reveal that our model
performs well across all tasks and outperforms previous
methods on datasets unseen in training. Remarkably, we
find that, compared to training individual models for each
task, joint training of multiple tasks enhances the general-
ization. This study presents a solid step towards the devel-
opment of a generalist modeling interface for vision tasks.

2. Related Work
The longstanding goal in artificial intelligence research is
to develop a universal model that can solve any task. We
present a brief overview of recent efforts towards this goal.
Vision Language Foundation Models. The vast amount
of easily accessible web-scale image-text pairs has spurred
innovative research in vision language foundation mod-
els [15, 35, 39, 45, 66, 75, 97]. The pioneering works,
CLIP [57] and ALIGN [26], use contrastive loss to align
image-text pairs in a shared cross-modal embedding space,
demonstrating strong generalization. Subsequent efforts ex-
tend them to a broader spectrum, such as the image-text-
label space proposed in UniCL [88] and a wider range of
tasks as well as modalities supported in Florence [94] and
INTERN [62]. However, these methods lack the ability
to generate language, which limits their use in open-ended
tasks like captioning or visual question answering.

Recently, the success of large language models like GPT
series [7, 53, 55, 56], PaLM [4, 12], and LLaMA [68], has
been attracting a lot of interest [24, 38, 64, 69, 73, 74, 79]
in enhancing these models with visual capabilities. Mostly,
these models cast a variety of open-ended vision tasks as
text prediction problems, mapping visual input content to
language semantics. BEIT3 [77] unifies the pretraining task
in a masked modeling manner. CoCa [92] and BLIP [36, 37]
unify contrastive and generative learning. Flamingo [2] ac-
cepts interleaved visual data and text as input and gener-
ates text in an open-ended manner. LLaVA [43] exploits vi-
sual instruction tuning by converting image-text pairs into
an instruction-following format. GLIP v2 [95] and Kosmos
v2 [54] leverage grounded image-text pairs to unlock the
grounding capability of multimodal large language models.
Our work sets itself apart by attempting to formulate vision
tasks, such as segmentation and keypoint detection, into an
instruction-following framework. This is challenging due
to the unclear instructions and the diverse continuous out-
put formats in these tasks.
Vision Generalist Models. The computer vision commu-
nity aspires to develop a unified model capable of address-
ing a variety of tasks. Multi-task learning [25, 25, 33, 99]
has gained popularity, but the diversity and complexity of
task outputs present a key challenge. Currently, there are
two major interfaces for output unification: language-like
generation and image-resembling generation. Most existing
attempts take inspiration from sequence-to-sequence mod-
els in the NLP field and model a sequence of discrete tokens
through next token prediction [10, 20, 59, 74, 76]. Pix2Seq
v2 [11] unifies object detection, instance segmentation, key-
point detection, and image captioning by quantizing the
continuous image coordinates for the first three tasks. Uni-
fied IO [46] further unifies dense structure outputs such as
segmentation masks and depth maps using a vector quanti-
zation variational auto-encoder (VQ-VAE) [70].
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However, as quantization inevitably introduces informa-
tion loss, another direction of unification explores the im-
age itself as a natural interface for vision generalists [5,
78]. Painter [78] formulates the dense prediction task
as a masked image inpainting problem, demonstrating in-
context capability in various vision tasks. PromptDif-
fusion [80] also exploits in-context visual learning with
a text-guided diffusion model [60], integrating the learn-
ing of six different tasks, i.e., image-to-depth, image-to-
segmentation, and vice versa. Our work also examines
image-resembling generation. Unlike previous works [78,
80] that derive the implicit task intention from in-context
learning, our method introduces a more favorable instruc-
tion alignment. Moreover, with such explicit instructions,
we further unify semantic image editing tasks, which are
crucial use cases in image-resembling generation.

3. Method
We present InstructDiffusion, a novel generalist modeling
interface for various vision tasks. Leveraging the Denoising
Diffusion Probabilistic Model (DDPM), we treat all vision
tasks as human-intuitive image manipulation processes with
outputs in a flexible and interactive pixel space. Our pri-
mary focus is on three output formats: RGB images, binary
masks, and keypoints, which effectively cover a broad spec-
trum of vision tasks, including keypoint detection, semantic
segmentation, referring segmentation, semantic image edit-
ing, image deblurring, denoising, and watermark removal.

3.1. Unified Instructional for Vision Tasks

The unified modeling interface for all tasks is referred to as
instructional image editing. By denoting the training set as
{xi}, each training data xi consists of {ci, si, oi}, where ci
is the control instruction, si and oi represent the source and
target images respectively. Our method aims to generate a
target image oi that adheres to the given instruction ci when
provided with an input source image si.

The semantic image editing dataset naturally consists of
this type of triplet training data. For other vision tasks, the
challenge lies in crafting suitable instructions and creating a
corresponding target image. Although natural language in-
struction has been utilized widely in previous approaches,
such as Pix2Seq [10] and UnifiedIO [46], we argue that
terms like “segmentation” or “keypoint detection” in these
methods are more likely to be treated by the model as in-
dicators rather than instructions. To address this, we con-
struct 10 diverse instruction templates for each task. During
training, a template is selected randomly, turning the task’s
objective into detailed action instructions. These detailed
instructions allow the model to fully understand the instruc-
tions rather than merely model a fixed bias based on the in-
dicator. Next, we’ll introduce example instructions for each
task and the method for constructing the target image.

Keypoint detection. This task aims to accurately locate
keypoint in an image, such as the left knee of an individual.
For example, the instruction may be “Use yellow to encircle
the left knee of the people.” The edited image should show
a yellow circle at the corresponding location while the rest
of the region remains unaltered.
Segmentation. For semantic and referring segmentation,
the goal is to identify the regions of specific objects within
an image. An example instruction might be: “Mark the
pixels of the cat in the mirror to blue and leave the rest
unchanged.” Consequently, the result is a edited image with
a blue overlay marking the specified cat.
Image enhancement and image editing. Datasets for im-
age editing, deblurring, denoising and watermark removal
include both original and target images. Thus, we sim-
ply need to create instructions that precisely define the op-
eration. For instance, “Sharpen this image.” for deblur-
ring, “Remove the watermark.” for watermark removal, and
“Add an apple in the woman’s hand.” for image editing.

3.2. Training Data Construction

As a proof-of-concept, we focus on investigating whether
different tasks benefit each other under such image-
resembling unification, instead of scaling data as much as
possible for optimal performance at the extreme limits.

For image understanding tasks, we adopt widely used
publicly available datasets and construct instructions and
target images, as elaborated in Sec 3.1. For example, we use
COCO-Stuff [8] for semantic segmentation. Further details
about the datasets will be presented in Sec 4.1.

For semantic image editing, InstructPix2Pix (IP2P) em-
ployed a synthetic training dataset, using GPT-3 [7] for in-
struction generation and Prompt2Prompt [21] for output im-
age creation. However, the resulted images show inconsis-
tent quality and noticeable artifacts. MagicBrush [96] intro-
duced a dataset of over 10,000 manually annotated triples,
but its size is limited. Therefore, in addition to existing
datasets such as IP2P [6], GIER [63], GQA [90], and Mag-
icBrush [96], we propose a novel dataset called Image Edit-
ing in the Wild (IEIW), including 159,000 image editing
pairs that cover a wide range of semantic entities and di-
verse levels of semantic granularity. To expand the scope
of image editing data, we assemble the IEIW dataset from
three distinct resources:
Object removal. Object removal is a common type of im-
age editing. Inspired by Inst-Inpaint [90], we use the re-
ferring segmentation dataset PhraseCut [82] to build our in-
structional object removal data. PhraseCut offers images
with referring phrases for corresponding regions. We set
these regions as masks and use LAMA [67] to inpaint them,
thus converting them into instructional inpainting datasets.
Notably, we also swap input and output images, and reverse
the instructions like “remove the blue bird on top of the tree”
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Table 1. The number of effective training samples used for different tasks.

Task Keypoint Detection Segmentation Image Enhancement Image Editing
# Effective training samples 245k 239k 46k 425k

Human
Alignment

Use the color yellow to
encircle the nose of the tiger

Task-specific
Training

Use the color yellow to
encircle the nose of the tigerA running tiger

Text-to-image
Model

Pretraining
Adaptation

A running tiger
with yellow and blue circles

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

Figure 2. Training pipeline of our method. To illustrate concisely,
we take keypoint detection as an example.

to “add a blue bird on top of the tree” to further supplement
data from the perspective of adding components.

Object replacement. We propose a pipeline for generat-
ing training data for object substitution, an essential fea-
ture in image editing. Leveraging SA-1B [31] and OpenIm-
ages [32] datasets, which offer images with multiple seman-
tically meaningful regions, we build a gallery database con-
sisting of a variety of semantically-aware patches. Given a
source image from OpenImages or SA-1B, we randomly se-
lect a semantic region and use it to retrieve its nearest neigh-
bors from the gallery database. The source image and the
retrieved similar patches are fed to PaintByExample [87]
to generate a target image. We utilize an image captioning
tool, such as BLIP2 [37], to create captions for the source
and target images, and then generate possible instructions
with a large language model. For example, given the cap-
tions “a running dog” and “a cute cat”, a possible instruction
is “please change the running dog to a cute cat”. We can
generate quite an amount of paired data for training using
this construction pipeline.

Web crawl. To better align with user needs and enhance the
user experience, we collect real-world Photoshop requests
and their corresponding results from professionals via the
websites. By using “photoshop request” as a keyword in
Google, we gather over 23,000 relevant data triplets, which
enhances our understanding of user requirements.

To ensure training data quality, we employ image qual-
ity assessment tools to eliminate substandard data. Specif-
ically, we apply Aesthetics Score and GIQA [18] as eval-
uation metrics, utilizing LAION-Aesthetics-Predictor [61]
for Aesthetics Score and constructing a KNN-GIQA model
on LAION-600M [61] images for GIQA scores. Data is
excluded if the target image has a low score or if there is
a significant discrepancy between the source and its corre-
sponding target image.

3.3. Unified Framework

Our framework is based on diffusion model, as it has
demonstrated significant capabilities in modeling complex
image distributions. As illustrated in Figure 2, our training
procedure comprises three stages: pretraining adaptation,
task-specific training, and human alignment.
Pretraining adaptation. Stable Diffusion [60], recognized
as one of the most robust open-source text-to-image models
currently accessible, serves as the foundation of our work,
specifically utilizing version v1.5. While it maps textual
captions to natural images, our desired images often involve
segmentation masks or keypoint indicators, diverging sig-
nificantly from typical natural images. Therefore, our pre-
liminary stage aims to fine-tune the stable diffusion model
and adjust the output distribution.

We augment the original image caption with a suffix,
such as “with a few color patches.” or “surrounded with cir-
cles.” and add some random patches or circles on the origi-
nal image as the target. By fine-tuning the diffusion model
with these augmented text-image pairs, we enable the model
to generate images within our desired output domain.
Task-specific training. In the second stage, we aim to fine-
tune the diffusion model to enable it to accomplish various
types of visual tasks. We follow InstructPix2Pix [6] and
inject source images by concatenating them with the noise
input, thus increasing the input channels of the first layer.
We train our model using all data containing various tasks.
Given the varying data volumes per task, we manually set
different sampling weights for each database to ensure bal-
ance. Table 1 presents the number of effective training sam-
ples for each task. For each data triplet (ci, si, oi), the pre-
trained encoder E transforms the target image oi into a latent
representation z. The diffusion process then adds noise to
z, resulting in a noisy latent representation zt with the noise
level increasing with each subsequent time step t. We fine-
tune the diffusion network ϵθ by minimizing the following
latent diffusion objective:

L = Eϵ∼N (0,1),oi,t,ci,si

[
∥ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t, ci, si)∥22

]
(1)

Human alignment. To further improve the quality of edit-
ing, we follow the idea of instruction tuning [81] from Large
Language Models. While traditionally in LLMs, instruc-
tion tuning [81] trains models to solve a task following
the instruction, our approach differs. We generate differ-
ent editing results for each data sample using 20 distinct
classifier-free guidance [22] parameters. We then invite
subjects to select the best 0-2 edited images to formulate the
instruction-tuning dataset, containing 1, 000 images. We
use this dataset to fine-tune our model for about 10 epochs.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3. The keypoint detection results generated by our model. The instructions are as follows: (a) Mark the car logo with a blue circle.
(b) Put a blue circle on the nose of the white tiger and use the red color to draw a circle around the left shoulder of the white tiger. (c)
Create a yellow circle around the right eye of the whale. (d) Use the color blue to encircle the right wrist of the person on the far left
and draw a yellow circle over the left wrist of the person on the far right.

4. Experiments

4.1. Settings

Training samples. Our model is trained on samples con-
sisting of {instruction, source image, target image}, encom-
passing the aforementioned vision tasks, i.e., keypoint de-
tection, semantic segmentation, referring segmentation, im-
age enhancement, and image editing. For keypoint detec-
tion, we adopt four datasets: COCO [41], CrowdPose [34],
MPII [3], and AIC [83], each containing 149K, 35K, 22K,
378K images respectively. During training, we randomly
select 1-5 keypoints per image, assign them random col-
ors, and generate the corresponding instruction. The tar-
get image is generated by positioning colored circles on
the selected keypoints. For segmentation, we use COCO-
Stuff [8] for semantic segmentation, gRefCOCO [42] and
RefCOCO [93] for referring segmentation. We generate in-
structions from prompt templates, like “place a color mask
on object”. During training, we randomly assign a color
for a category in semantic segmentation or an object in re-
ferring segmentation. For image enhancement, we utilize
the GoPro [50] containing 2103 images, the REDS [51]
dataset with 24,000 images for deblurring, the SIDD [1]
dataset composed of 320 images for denoising, and the
CLWD [44] dataset containing 60,000 images for water-
mark removal. Lastly for image editing, as mentioned
in Sec. 3.2, we adopt 7 editing datasets, including filtered
InstructPix2Pix [6] dataset containing 561K samples, 8K
samples in MagicBrush [96] training dataset, GIER [63]
with 5K samples, GQA [90] inpainting dataset with 131K
samples, VGPhraseCut [82] composed of 85K samples, our
generated dataset with 51K produced samples, and an in-
ternal dataset representing real editing scenario, which con-
tains 23K training triplets.
Implementation details. We utilize Stable Diffusion
v1.5 [60] for initialization and train our model with a fixed
learning rate of 1 × 10−4. The resolution of the input im-
ages is 256 × 256. The training involves a batch size of
3072 over 200 epochs, necessitating around four days on 48
NVIDIA V100 GPUs. We employ an EMA rate of 0.9999
during training and adjust it to 0.99 during the human align-
ment stage for rapid adaptation. Once trained, the model is
instantly deployable for a variety of vision tasks.

Table 2. Average precision comparison on the COCO val2017,
HumanArt and AP-10K datasets. We evaluate the official large
models of the competitors to ensure fairness. The ground truth
bounding boxes are used for all results. The best-performing gen-
eralist models are highlighted in bold.

Method COCO val HumanArt AP-10K
Specialized Models

PCT [16] 80.2 63.7 14.6
ViTPose [86] 82.0 64.1 14.7

Generalist Models
Unified-IO [46] 25.0 15.7 7.6
Painter [78] 70.2 12.4 15.3
Ours 71.2 51.4 15.9

4.2. Keypoint Detection

We assess our model’s performance using the COCO val-
idation dataset, and its generalization ability on unseen
datasets: HumanArt dataset [27] and AP-10K animal
dataset [91]. The HumanArt, consisting of various forms
such as cartoons, shadow plays, and murals, has a distinct
data distribution from COCO. The AP-10K animal dataset
demonstrates our model’s capability to handle animal key-
points, despite being trained only on human ones. For a
detailed evaluation, we use a lightweight U-Net structure
to post-process the output images into the multi-channel
heatmaps, thus extracting precise pose coordinates. We
adopt the standard average precision based on OKS as our
evaluation metrics. Specifically for the AP-10K dataset,
OKS is calculated only on the keypoints overlapping with
the COCO annotated joints for comparison with other meth-
ods. However, it should be noted that our model can detect
keypoints beyond the confines of the training dataset.

Table 2 demonstrates that our model outperforms other
general-purpose models, Unified-IO [46] and Painter [78],
across all datasets. Notably, our superior performance on
HumanArt and AP-10K underlines our framework’s strong
generalization ability. While our unified model does not
surpass methods specifically tailored for keypoint detection
due to localization accuracy limitations, it shines on the en-
tirely unseen animal keypoints dataset, AP-10K. Figure 3
(a-c) display our model’s capabilities in detecting car logos
and animal keypoints that have never appeared in the key-
point detection training dataset. Figure 3 (d) further exhibits
our model’s versatility in referring keypoint detection.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4. The segmentation results generated by our model. The instructions are as follows: (a) Mark the pixels of the cat in the mirror
to blue and leave the rest unchanged. (b) Fill in the pixels of the neutrophils with yellow, retaining the existing colors of the remaining
pixels. (c) Modify the pixels of Oriental Pearl Tower to red without affecting any other pixels. (d) Paint the pixels of the shadow in blue
and maintain the current appearance of the other pixels.

Table 3. Referring segmentation results (cIoU↑). U: UMD split. G: Google split. The best-performing generalist models are bolded.

Method
gRefCOCO RefCOCO RefCOCO+ G-Ref RefClef

val val test A test B val test A test B val(U) test(U) val(G) val testA testB testC
Specialized Models

LAVT [89] 57.64 72.73 75.82 68.79 56.86 62.29 48.14 58.65 59.17 61.16 21.22 44.77 24.78 47.08
ReLA [42] 62.42 73.21 75.24 68.72 56.10 62.26 47.89 59.71 60.40 61.37 20.68 43.08 22.57 45.94

Generalist Models
Unified-IO [46] 17.31 46.42 46.06 48.05 40.50 42.17 40.15 48.74 49.13 44.30 40.13 43.33 48.07 32.47
Ours 67.36 61.74 65.20 60.17 46.57 52.32 39.04 51.17 52.02 52.18 49.58 54.73 54.82 40.34

Table 4. Quantitative results on semantic segmentation (mcIoU↑).
In the table, “A” stands for ADE20K (A-847, A-150), “P” stands
for Pascal Context (P-459, P-59), “VOC” stands for Pascal VOC,
and “CO” stands for COCO-stuff. The best-performing generalist
models are highlighted in bold.

Method A-847 P-459 A-150 P-59 VOC CO
Specialized Models

SimSeg [40] 10.43 13.98 25.89 53.55 39.27 40.26
OvSeg [84] 13.85 22.72 36.50 60.93 38.50 48.76
SAN [85] 18.84 33.32 38.79 63.31 46.14 50.15

Generalist Models
Painter [78] 5.00 8.68 54.50 33.67 4.67 11.91
PromptDiffu. [80] 0.99 2.19 8.97 13.07 11.69 2.71
Unified-IO [46] 8.96 13.69 15.65 27.21 31.46 22.52
Ours 19.68 28.29 33.62 59.00 72.55 53.17

4.3. Segmentation

Our model is evaluated under two scenarios: the closed-
set scenario using the COCO-stuff [8], gRefCOCO [42],
RefCOCO [93] datasets and the open-set scenario involv-
ing eight datasets, i.e., RefCOCO+ [93], G-Ref [47], Re-
fClef [30] for referring segmentation, ADE20K-150 [98],
ADE20K-847 [98], Pascal Context-59 [49], Pascal Context-
459 [49], Pascal VOC [14] for semantic segmentation.
We employ a U-Net structure to extract the binary mask
of each object or each category. Following the previous
method [42], we adopt cumulative IoU (cIoU) to measure
the performance for referring segmentation. Perceiving se-
mantic segmentation as referring segmentation based on se-
mantic categories, we employ the mean of class-wise cumu-
lative intersection over union (mcIoU) for its evaluation.

For referring segmentation, Table 3 showcases that
our model significantly outperforms the generalist model

Unified-IO [11] across almost all datasets, and even excels
over models specifically designed for referring segmenta-
tion on the RefClef dataset. For semantic segmentation,
Table 4 offers a quantitative comparison. In the closed-set
scenario, i.e., the COCO-Stuff dataset, our approach sur-
passes other models. In the open-set scenario, our method
exceeds other models in both ADE20K-847 and VOC. For
other datasets, we also significantly outperform other gen-
eralist models, with the exception of Painter for ADE20K-
150, as Painter was trained on this dataset.

Intriguingly, we notice that both Painter [78] and
PromptDiffusion [80] lack awareness of the colors associ-
ated with unseen categorie during open-set scenario evalu-
ations. This limitation stems from their dependency on ex-
ample images for color-semantics instruction. Conversely,
our approach assigns colors to semantic categories via text
instructions, resulting in significantly superior performance.
Figure 4 illustrates several visual examples for segmenta-
tion to demonstrate our model’s capability.

4.4. Image Enhancement

Our model’s low-level vision performance is evaluated us-
ing widely used benchmarks, i.e., GoPro [50], SIDD [1]
and CLWD [44] for deblurring, denoising, and watermark
removal task, respectively. We utilize the standard PSNR
as the evaluation metric. Our model’s deblurring capability
is testing on the GoPro benchmark at a 1280×720 resolu-
tion, while SIDD and CLWD are evaluated at a 256×256
resolution, aligned with other works.

The results in Table 5 show that compared with other ex-
isting generalist models such as Painter [78], our model can
handle various image editing and enhancement tasks. How-
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5. The results generated by our model for the low-level tasks. The instructions are as follows: (a) Sharpen this blurry image. (b)
Purify this photo by removing noise. (c) Remove watermark from this picture.

Remove all magnets and stickers

Input InstructPix2Pix MagicBrush EDICT Null-text Inversion Ours

Make the cat look like Lil Wayne

Figure 6. Comparison between different instruction guided image editing. From left to right: input, Prompt-to-prompt [21], Mag-
icBrush [96], EDICT [72], Null-text Inversion [48], and our results.

ever, the performance of our model in image enhancement
is constrained by the VAE model, which introduces infor-
mation loss. We have conducted an experiment by feeding
the ground truth image to the VAE model and calculating
the PSNR for the output, which serves as an upper bound for
our model and is indicated in parentheses. Figure 5 displays
our model’s vision results in low-level vision tasks such
as sharpening, denoising, and watermark removal, demon-
strating its real-world effectiveness.

4.5. Image Editing

To showcase our method’s editing quality, we created a
benchmark of 1,000 samples. Each sample includes the
source image, its BLIP2-provided [37] caption, the edit-
ing instruction, and the edited image’s target caption. We
manually sort samples into three distinct editing scenarios:
replacement, removal, and addition, aiming to comprehen-
sively reflect the model’s editing capabilities. We adopt two
commonly used metrics, CLIP similarity (CLIP-Sim) and
Aesthetic Predictor’s Score (AP) [61], to evaluate the edit-
ing results. CLIP-Sim measures the semantic similarity be-
tween an image and a text. We utilize BLIP2 [37] to obtain
the caption of the input image and invoke GPT-3.5-turbo to
acquire the target caption of the edited image. The CLIP-
Sim score is calculated between the edited image and the
target caption. The AP score assesses the aesthetic quality
of the generated images, a methodology akin to LAION-5B,
which employs the CLIP+MLP Aesthetic Score Predictor.

A higher quality score reflects better perceptual quality.
The results in Table 5 show that our model achieves

higher CLIP-Sim than InstructPix2Pix [6] and matches the
result of MagicBrush [96]. The evaluation of the editing
task must consider semantic resemblance, aesthetic appeal,
background consistency, and manipulation accuracy. Quan-
titative comparison may be limited, as it may assign higher
scores to models that make only minor edits, rather than
those making substantial, meaningful changes.

Figure 6 illustrates visual examples compared with
competitive methods including InstructPix2Pix [6], Mag-
icBrush [96], EDICT [72] and Null-text Inversion [48]. Our
model adeptly edits images based on provided instructions.
More editing results are in the supplementary materials.

4.6. Ablation

Highly Detailed Instruction. We posit that generaliza-
tion arises from learning through understanding the spe-
cific meanings of individual elements rather than memo-
rizing entire instructions. Unlike earlier unified models
like Pix2seq [10] and Unified-IO [46], which simply treat
natural language as task indicators, our approach employs
detailed task instructions, enabling the model to compre-
hensively understand and prioritize precise execution over
mimicry. To show this, we substituted our instructions with
simpler task indicators such as “semantic segmentation”
and “keypoint detection”, concurrently assigning fixed col-
ors to each keypoint or object class. As shown in Table 6,
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Table 5. Quantitative results on image editing and image enhancement. For editing tasks (Replace, remove, and add), the results are CLIP-
Sim/AP score. For enhancement tasks, the number reflects the PSNR metric. The numbers in parentheses indicate the results obtained by
reconstructing the ground truth images using VAE, representing the performance upper bound achievable with the used VAE model.

Method Editing (CLIP-Sim↑ / AP Score↑) LowLevel (PSNR↑)
Replace Remove Add Deblur Denoise Watermark remove

Specialized Models
NAFNet [9] - - - 33.71 40.30 -
WDNet [44] - - - - - 40.24
Null-text [48] 30.71/5.04 29.69/4.80 30.14/4.95 24.52 23.29 18.31
InstructPix2Pix [6] 29.61/4.99 28.82/4.69 30.11/4.94 22.71 15.14 14.96
MagicBrush [96] 30.50/4.94 29.07/4.67 30.69/4.90 22.64 16.10 15.46
EDICT [72] 29.91/4.91 29.33/4.80 30.19/4.93 24.16 24.48 19.88

Generalist Models
Painter [78] - - - - 38.66 -
Ours 30.19/4.90 28.88/4.65 30.39/4.87 23.58 (29.54) 34.26 (36.56) 23.60 (24.80)

Table 6. Ablation study on the instruction. The term “Simple Instruction” denotes coarse-grained instructions like “semantic segmentation”
or “keypoint detection”. Our approach utilizes highly detailed instructions. COCO and COCO-stuff are included in the training set.

Method
Keypoint Detection Semantic Segmentation

COCO HumanArt AP-10K COCO-Stuff ADE-847 PC-459 ADE-150 PC-59 VOC
Simple Instruction 22.7 7.0 5.2 41.28 1.39 3.96 13.65 18.49 20.22

Ours 71.2 51.4 15.9 53.17 19.68 28.29 33.62 59.00 72.55
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Figure 7. Ablation study on multi-task training. We evaluate our
models on four unseen datasets, RefClef, ADE20K-847, PC-459,
and ADE20K-150. It demonstrates that joint training significantly
enhances the capability to handle open-set scenarios.

simple instructions yield notably inferior results, especially
with novel keypoints or object categories. This highlights
that our detailed instructions provide enhanced flexibility
and adaptability in the open domain.
Multi-task Training. Multi-task learning, simultaneously
addressing multiple tasks, often surpasses single-task learn-
ing in model generalization. Figure 7 validates this, com-
paring a model trained only on the segmentation dataset
against our multi-task model over four unseen test datasets.
The jointly trained model clearly performs better in open-
domain testing scenarios. Furthermore, we observe that this
benefit also extends to image editing. As demonstrated in
Figure 8, the model, when integrated with other tasks, can
more accurately identify objects needing editing, possibly
due to the benefits of integrated referring segmentation.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we present InstructDiffusion, an innovative,
unifying framework for aligning computer vision tasks with

Multi-taskInput Single-task

Figure 8. When given the instruction “put a hat on the leopard”,
joint training with other tasks can lead to more precise editing out-
comes in comparison to single-task training.

human instructions. InstructDiffusion treats various vision
tasks as image generation, with a focus on three types of
output formats: RGB images, binary masks, and keypoints.
Our approach has demonstrated strong performance in each
task and the generalization capability enhanced by joint
training of multiple tasks. Notably, our method outperforms
previous methods on unseen datasets. This research marks
a solid step towards a generalist modeling interface for vi-
sion tasks and sets the stage for future advancements in the
pursuit of artificial general intelligence in computer vision.

In future work, we plan to focus on the following aspects
to enhance the performance and capabilities of InstructDif-
fusion: 1) Broadening its application scope: We intend to
incorporate a wider variety of tasks, including various task
combinations, with the goal of showcasing its impressive
potential for generalization. 2) Improving the unified repre-
sentation: We aim to explore alternative encoding schemes
and techniques to better represent a more diverse range of
outputs associated with various computer vision tasks. 3)
Investigating the role of self-supervised and unsupervised
learning: we will explore the use of self-supervised and un-
supervised learning techniques to leverage large-scale unla-
beled data for model training and adaptation.
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